Introduction

The PolarFire SoC tool flow has been constructed to allow embedded designers and FPGA designers to develop applications in the domain of their choice. Embedded designers and FPGA designers prefer using a tool flow they are familiar with. The recommended starting point when designing with PolarFire SoC FPGA is the PolarFire SoC MSS Configurator tool that graphically guides the user to define the initialization parameters for the microprocessor subsystem, MSS peripherals, DDR, and the interfaces between the processor subsystem and the FPGA fabric. The tool is also used to configure MSS I/O.

The following flow diagram illustrates the high-level tool flow.

Figure 1. High-Level Tool Flow

After the user completes a configuration, the MSS configurator exports the files needed for the embedded software development flow and FPGA developers. The XML file contains the system configuration information needed to
generate header files for Bare Metal system startup code included in the Hart Software Services (HSS) to configure the microprocessor subsystem to the expected state. The `<project_name>.cxz` can be imported into Libero® SoC (v12.5 and above) and used by the FPGA designer to interface their design to the processor subsystem. The PolarFire SoC MSS Configurator tool is used to change the state of the microprocessor subsystem or any of the interfaces between the FPGA fabric and the microprocessor subsystem.

As the design progresses through the development process, different types of data are shared between the FPGA designer (Libero SoC) and the embedded designer (SoftConsole). The following are some of the examples.

- **SoftConsole**: outputs that can be part of the FPGA bitstream or programmed directly through SoftConsole using the FlashPro hardware.
  - Boot Mode configuration
  - Secure Boot Device Certificate
  - Embedded Non-Volatile Memory (eNVM) binary
  - Secure Non-Volatile Memory (sNVM) binary
- **Libero SoC**
  - FPGA memory map
  - FPGA design

The FPGA designer in collaboration with the embedded software designer defines and refines the MSS memory map within the FPGA. The files generated by the PolarFire SoC MSS Configurator must be shared with the embedded software developer for further development.

**References**

- For information about the PolarFire SoC MSS, see PolarFire SoC MSS Technical Reference Manual.
- For information about MSS peripherals, see PolarFire SoC MSS Technical Reference Manual.
- For information about device power-up, see UG0890: PolarFire SoC FPGA Power-Up and Resets User Guide.
- For more information about Bare Metal, Yocto, and Buildroot applications, see GitHub.
- For information about Yocto, see Yocto Project Reference Manual.
- For information about Buildroot, see Buildroot User Manual.
- For more information about PolarFire SoC MSS Configurator, see PolarFire SoC MSS Configurator.
- For more information about how to boot Linux on Icicle kit using eMMC, see GitHub.
## Acronyms

The following acronyms are used in this document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Expanded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DTIM</td>
<td>Data Tightly Integrated Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTS</td>
<td>Device Tree Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eMMC</td>
<td>Embedded Multi-Media Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eNVM</td>
<td>Embedded Non-Volatile Memory/BootFlash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSBL</td>
<td>First Stage Boot Loader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAL</td>
<td>Hardware Abstraction Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart</td>
<td>Hardware Thread/Core/Processor Core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSS</td>
<td>Hart Software Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μPROM</td>
<td>Micro Programmable Read-Only Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM</td>
<td>Loosely Integrated Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSS</td>
<td>Microprocessor Subsystem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPFS</td>
<td>Microchip PolarFire SoC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSBI</td>
<td>Open Source Supervisor Binary Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMP</td>
<td>Physical Memory Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POR</td>
<td>Power-on Reset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUF</td>
<td>Physically Unclonable Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>Read-only Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBIC</td>
<td>Secure Boot Image Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sNVM</td>
<td>Secure Non-volatile Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRAM</td>
<td>Static Random-Access Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSBL</td>
<td>Second Stage Boot Loader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFI</td>
<td>Wait for Interrupt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZSBL</td>
<td>Zero Stage Boot Loader</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## Development Tools

PolarFire SoC comes with a suite of tools to help create a complete hardware and software solution. The following table lists the suite of tools available for creating the FPGA and embedded design targeted for PolarFire SoC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PolarFire SoC MSS Configurator</td>
<td>A standalone tool to configure the MSS clock frequencies, peripherals, DDR, fabric interfaces, and MSS I/O configuration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libero SoC</td>
<td>Standard Microchip tool to configure the programmable section of the PolarFire SoC FPGA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoftConsole</td>
<td>Software development platform to develop and debug the Bare Metal and RTOS applications, which also includes debugging the software.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlashPro Express</td>
<td>Available as a standalone tool or integrated as part of a Libero installation. Used for programming the MSS and programmable logic of the FPGA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISC-V GCC Bare Metal</td>
<td>The RISC-V GCC toolchain bundled with SoftConsole for Bare Metal development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yocto</td>
<td>An open source project to create Linux® distributions for embedded and IoT applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buildroot</td>
<td>A tool to configure and generate embedded Linux distributions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SmartDebug and Identify</td>
<td>Available as a standalone tool or integrated as part of Libero to debug the hardware in the MSS and programmable logic. Identify is the Embedded Logic Analyzer tool for Microchip FPGA devices offered as part of the Libero SoC software tool suite.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.1 PolarFire SoC MSS Configurator

The PolarFire SoC MSS Configurator is a common tool to configure the PolarFire SoC MSS. It provides a seamless experience for the embedded software developers targeting the MSS and hardware engineers developing a solution using the MSS and the FPGA fabric. The PolarFire SoC MSS Configurator application is available in two options:

- As a standalone application
- As part of the Libero SoC Design Suite v12.5 and later

#### 1.1.1 Installation

The PolarFire SoC MSS Configurator bundled with Libero is available at the following location in the Libero installation folder:

- **Windows:** `<$Installation_Directory>\Microsemi\Libero_SoC_vX.X\Designer\bin64\pfsoc_mss.exe`
- **Linux:** `<$Installation_Directory>\Microsemi\Libero_SoC_vX.X\bin64\pfsoc_mss`

**Note:** For Windows, a start menu entry is created for easy launching.

For more details on how to install Libero, see [www.microsemi.com/product-directory/design-resources/1750-libero-soc#documents](http://www.microsemi.com/product-directory/design-resources/1750-libero-soc#documents)

The PolarFire SoC MSS configurator can also be installed as a standalone application. For more information, see [www.microsemi.com/product-directory/design-resources/1750-libero-soc#documents](http://www.microsemi.com/product-directory/design-resources/1750-libero-soc#documents)

#### 1.1.2 Running the PolarFire SoC MSS Configurator

The Standalone MSS Configurator can run in one of the following modes.
Batch Mode

The PolarFire SoC MSS Configurator application can be executed in the Batch mode for scripted execution as follows:

- **Windows:**
  ```
  <Libero SoC or Standalone MSS Configurator installation area>/bin64/pfsoc_mss.exe
  -CONFIGURATION_FILE:<absolute path for configuration file name (.cfg)> -
  OUTPUT_DIR:<absolute path for output directory>
  ```

- **Linux:**
  ```
  <Libero SoC or Standalone MSS Configurator installation area>/bin64/pfsoc_mss
  -CONFIGURATION_FILE:<absolute path for configuration file name (.cfg)> -
  OUTPUT_DIR:<absolute path for output directory>
  ```

Interactive Mode

The Standalone MSS Configurator (pfsoc_mss) can be launched from the Libero SoC installation directory (specified above) or from the Windows Start Menu.

For more details about Batch mode and Interactive mode usage, see www.microsemi.com/product-directory/soc-design-tools/5587-pfsoc-mss-configurator-tool#documents.

1.2 Libero® SoC

Libero System-on-Chip (SoC) design suite offers high productivity with its comprehensive, easy to learn, easy to adopt development tools for designing with Microsemi’s power efficient Flash FPGAs, SoC FPGAs, and Rad-Tolerant FPGAs. The suite integrates industry standard Synopsys Synplify Pro® synthesis and Mentor Graphics ModelSim® simulation with best-in-class constraints management, debug capabilities, and secure production programming support.

For more details, see the Libero SoC Design Flow User Guide at:
www.microsemi.com/product-directory/design-resources/1750-libero-soc#documents

1.3 SoftConsole

SoftConsole is an Eclipse-based IDE facilitating the development and debug of Bare Metal and RTOS-based C/C++ applications for Microchip SoC based FPGAs. It provides development and debug support for all Microchip SoC FPGAs and 32-bit soft IP CPUs.
1.3.1 SoftConsole Presets

This section provides an outline of the default configurations for building projects for PolarFire SoC in SoftConsole v6.4 and later.

Existing SoftConsole projects can be downloaded from the PolarFire SoC Bare Metal Library: github.com/polarfire-soc/polarfire-soc-bare-metal-library. To import a project, follow these steps:

1. Click File > Import.
2. Select the Existing Projects into Workspace option.

Notes:
1. The downloaded projects are pre-configured with default settings and can be used as a base to build a new project.
2. The sample XML is included with the Bare Metal example projects; XML for reference designs can be found in the kit design folder on Github. For example, the PolarFire SoC Icicle Kit Libero reference design can be found here: github.com/polarfire-soc/icicle-kit-reference-design and contains an XML folder with reference XML for eMMC and SD card targets.

1.3.1.1 Build Options

To view the properties of a project, right click an open project in the workspace and select Properties.
To configure build options, select **C/C++ Build** followed by **Settings**. These options can be configured globally or for individual build configurations using the **Configuration** field as shown in the following figure.

**Figure 1-2. Project Properties—Build Configurations**
The default build configuration for the target processor section of a Bare Metal project are shown in the following figure.

**Figure 1-3. Configuration—Target Processor**

![Configuration—Target Processor](image)
The following figure shows the default includes for the GNU RISC-V Cross Assembler.

Figure 1-4. Configuration—GNU RISC-V Cross Assembler—Includes
The default **Includes** for the GNU RISC-V Cross C Compiler are shown in the following figure.

**Figure 1-5. Configuration—GNU RISC-V Cross C Compiler—Includes**
The default Linker script used by the GNU RISC-V Cross C Linker targets the LIM as shown in the following figure and several sample Linker scripts to target different memory sources are included in the sample projects.

Figure 1-6. Configuration—GNU RISC-V Cross C Linker—General

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration: Debug [Active]</th>
<th>Manage Configurations...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **Target Processor**
- **Optimization**
- **Warnings**
- **Debugging**
- **GNU RISC-V Cross Assembler**
  - Preprocessor
  - Includes
  - Warnings
  - Miscellaneous
- **GNU RISC-V Cross C Compiler**
  - Preprocessor
  - Includes
  - Optimization
  - Warnings
  - Miscellaneous
- **GNU RISC-V Cross Linker**
  - General
  - Libraries
  - Miscellaneous
- **GNU RISC-V Cross Create Flash Image**
  - General
- **GNU RISC-V Cross Create Listing**
  - General
- **GNU RISC-V Cross Print Size**
  - General

- Do not use standard start files (-nostartfiles)
- Do not use default libraries (-nodefaultlib)
- No startup or default libs (-nostdlib)
- Remove unused sections (-Xlinker --gc-sections)
- Print removed sections (-Xlinker --print-gc-sections)
- Omit all symbol information (-s)
To change the Linker script, double click on the existing Linker script and select the **Workspace** option to select the Linker script from the project as shown in the following figure.

**Figure 1-7. Edit File Path**
The default output file format selected in GNU RISC-V Cross Create Flash Image for a Bare Metal project is Intel HEX. See the following figure.

Figure 1-8. Configuration—GNU RISC-V Cross Create Flash Image—General
1.3.1.2 Debug Configurations

Debug Configuration Window

All the example Bare Metal projects contain a Renode™ debug configuration and a hardware debug configuration in the GDB OpenOCD Debugging section. The debug configuration also contains a Launch Group configuration option, which can be used to launch the Renode emulation platform and start the Renode debug configuration in one step as opposed to launching them independently. The following figure shows the Debug Configuration window.

Figure 1-9. Debug Configuration Window
The default settings in the Debugger tab is shown in the following figure.

**Figure 1-10. Debug Configurations—Debugger**

In the Debugger tab, under the **OpenOCD Setup > Config options** section, the default commands used are the following:

```
--command "set DEVICE MPFS"
--file board/microsemi-riscv.cfg
```

In the Debugger tab, under the **GDB Client Setup > Commands** section, the default commands used are the following:

```
set $target_riscv=1
set mem inaccessible-by-default off
file ${config_name:mpfs-mmuart-interrupt}/mpfs-mmuart-interrupt.elf
```

**Note:** The file command shown in the preceding section must match the name of the project being used. The `{config_name:mpfs-mmuart-interrupt}/` section selects the folder for build files used in the configuration (that is, Debug or Release) and the `mpfs-mmuart-interrupt.elf` is the name of the `.elf` file produced on a successful build.
StartUp Tab

The default settings in the **StartUp** tab is shown in the following figure.

**Figure 1-11. Debug Configurations—StartUp**

In the **StartUp** tab, under the **Run/Restart Commands** section, the default commands used are the following:

```
thread apply all set $pc=_start
```

1.3.2 Debugging using SoftConsole

See the **SoftConsole** section for information on configuring builds and setting up debug configurations using SoftConsole.
1.3.2.1 Launching a Debug Configuration

Follow these steps to launch the debug configuration.

1. To launch a debug session, click the drop down arrow beside the debug icon and then, click the Debug Configurations option.

   Figure 1-12. Debug Configurations

2. Select the debug session to be launched and click Debug.

   Figure 1-13. Debug Configurations

The debug session is launched and connects to the target.
1.3.2.2 Perspectives

There are several perspectives to choose from, each has a different layout optimized for different tasks. Perspectives can be chosen using icons at the top-right corner of the SoftConsole window. The following figure and table show icons for different perspectives and their description.

Figure 1-14. Choosing Different Perspectives

The description for each number is provided in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>View all available perspectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Develop and debug perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C/C++ perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Debug perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>UltraDevelop perspective</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To add windows or tools to the perspective, select **Window > Show View** and choose the required window. In the following figure, the **Debug** window is chosen.

Figure 1-15. Adding Windows or Tools for Perspectives
1.3.2.3 Debugging a Hart

Each hart in the system appears as a different thread in the **Debug** window. This window is automatically shown in the **Debug** perspective and can be added to an active perspective. All the threads appear under the project name as shown in the following figure.

**Figure 1-16. Debug Window Showing Harts as Threads**

Each thread in the preceding figure represents a hart, and the function listed below each thread is the code being executed.
The following figure describes how to interpret the current function that is executed on a hart.

**Figure 1-17. Current Function Executing on a Hart**

![Debug Explorer](image)

The description for each number is provided in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Shows the function that is currently being executed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Shows the file in which function is found.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Shows the line of the file where the code is currently being executed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Memory address of the code that is executed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.3.2.4 Debug Session Controls

The following figure shows the buttons that are used to control the execution of the debug session.

**Figure 1-18. Buttons to Control Debug Session**

![Debug Session Buttons](image)


### 1.3.2.5 Setting Breakpoints

To add Breakpoints, right click beside the line number where the Breakpoint is required and select **Toggle Breakpoint**. Alternately, the same can be achieved by double clicking on the same location.
These breakpoints are set for all harts.

If a breakpoint is required only for a single hart and shared code is being run, the breakpoint can be filtered using the following steps:

1. Click the **Breakpoints** window.
2. Right click the breakpoint to be filtered and select **Breakpoint Properties**.
3. Select the Filter option and enable the breakpoint for the hart(s) required.

**Figure 1-21. Filter Breakpoints**
1.3.2.6 Setting Watchpoints

Watchpoints can be set on variables while running a debug session. To set a Watchpoint, open the Variables window, right click on the variable and select Add Watchpoint (C/C++)...

Figure 1-22. Add Watchpoint

This Watchpoint can be configured using the Properties for C/C++ Watchpoint window.

Figure 1-23. Watchpoint Properties Window

The added Watchpoint appears in the Breakpoints window as an expression.
1.3.3 Renode™
Renode is an open-source software development framework with commercial support from Antmicro that lets you develop, debug and test multi-node device systems reliably, scalably, and effectively.
For more information, see: https://renode.io/ and https://github.com/renode/renode.

1.4 FlashPro Express
FlashPro Express is the software tool for programming PolarFire SoC using the FlashPro Programmer hardware.

1.5 RISC-V GCC Bare Metal
The GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) is a compiler system produced by the GNU Project supporting various programming languages. GCC is a key component of the GNU toolchain and the standard compiler for most projects related to GNU and Linux, including the Linux kernel. The Free Software Foundation (FSF) distributes GCC under the GNU General Public License (GNU GPL). GCC has played an important role in the growth of free software, as both a tool and an example.
SoftConsole is shipped with Bare Metal riscv-gcc-toolchain with newlib and newlib.nano for 40 abi/arch multiilib combinations that allow a single toolchain to target various different target architectures (see SoftConsole Release Notes for more details).
For GCC documentation, see Using the GNU Compiler Collection.
For GCC RISC-V specific options, see RISC-V Options.

1.6 RISC-V Linux Toolchain
The RISC-V GNU Linux-ELF/glibc toolchain is used by the Linux build tools (Yocto and Buildroot) to build a Linux image.
The source used for the toolchain is available on GitHub at the following location: github.com/riscv/riscv-gnu-toolchain.

1.7 Yocto
Yocto is an opensource development build environment for Linux. It can be used to customize a Linux image for embedded or IoT application deployment. The Yocto framework is modular in nature and designed as a software stack with layers managing different tasks and functions. The BSP layer provides machine configurations. The
Distro layer includes the top level policies for a distribution. The OpenEmbedded Build system (referred to as "the build system") is the build system used by Yocto based on "Poky". BitBake is used by the build system for image generation.

The Microchip Yocto BSP can be found at the following location: github.com/polarfire-soc/meta-polarfire-soc-yocto-bsp. It contains predefined recipes to build different PolarFire SoC targets and build images with different bundles of tools. For a full list of available builds, see the readme or the console output after successfully configuring a build.

**Important:** Microchip peripheral drivers are currently added as patches with the Microchip PCIe driver being up streamed to the Linux kernel version 5.8, it is planned to upstream remaining drivers for other system peripherals in later releases.

Yocto builds supported on Linux and Yocto are not currently supported by the Windows Subsystem for Linux.

More information about Yocto is available on the Yocto project website.

**Related Links**
https://www.yoctoproject.org/
https://www.yoctoproject.org/docs/?section=reference-manuals

### 1.8 Buildroot

Buildroot is a tool that simplifies and automates the process of building a complete Linux system for an embedded system, using cross-compilation. It is able to generate a cross-compilation toolchain, a root filesystem, a Linux kernel image, and a bootloader for the target.

The Microchip PolarFire SoC Buildroot SDK is available at the following location: github.com/polarfire-soc/polarfire-soc-buildroot-sdk. It contains configured builds for different PolarFire SoC targets. For a full list of available builds, see the readme.

**Important:** Microchip peripheral drivers are currently added as patches with the Microchip PCIe driver being up streamed as to the Linux kernel version 5.8, it is planned to upstream remaining drivers for other system peripherals in later releases.

Buildroot is supported on Linux and supported by the Windows Subsystem for Linux.

More information about Buildroot is available on the Buildroot website.

**Related Links**
https://buildroot.org/

### 1.9 SmartDebug

SmartDebug is a tool that enables verification and troubleshooting at the hardware level. It provides access to sNVM, SRAM, transceiver, uROM, and fabric probe capabilities.

SmartDebug accesses the built-in probe points through the Active Probe and Live Probe features that enable designers to check the state of inputs and outputs in real-time without modification of the design.

SmartDebug can be run in the following modes:

- Integrated mode from the Libero Design Flow
- Standalone mode
1.10 Identify

Identify is a tool to find and correct functional design bugs by probing internal signals of the design directly from the FPGA at the system speed.

For more information, see Identify ME webpage.
2. Software Stack

RISC-V is a large ecosystem with a variety of compilers, software libraries, examples, and tools available for application development. This section outlines the open source RISC-V libraries available, along with Microchip applications and examples to aid development for PolarFire SoC.

2.1 RISC-V Libraries

Standard libraries provide generic type definitions, functions, and macros for tasks that will be undertaken on a system. This section provides information on the Newlib C standard library implementation and the GNU Binary Utilities toolset bundled with SoftConsole.

2.1.1 Newlib

Newlib is a C standard library implementation intended for use on embedded systems. It is a conglomeration of several library parts, all under free software licenses that make them easily usable for embedded products.

SoftConsole’s RISC-V GCC toolchain and its multilibs come with pre-compiled and ready-to-use “newlib” and “newlib-nano” C library.

Microchip’s toolchains come with generic basic Newlib implementation.

More information about Newlib and FAQ is available on the Sourceware website.

Related Links
https://www.sourceware.org/newlib/faq.html
https://www.sourceware.org/newlib/docs.html

2.1.2 Binutils

The GNU Binary Utilities, or binutils, are a set of programming tools for creating and managing binary programs, object files, libraries, profile data, and assembly source code.

SoftConsole comes bundled with a ready-to-use Bare Metal binutils. The SoftConsole Release Notes show some use cases of how to use nm and objcopy; however, most of the tools are used and invoked automatically by the IDE. These tools are generic and can be used to target the 32-bit Mi-V RISC-V cores and the 64-bit PolarFire SoC targets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool Name</th>
<th>What it does</th>
<th>Documentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>as</td>
<td>Assembler</td>
<td>sourceware.org/binutils/docs/as/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ld</td>
<td>Linker</td>
<td>sourceware.org/binutils/docs/ld/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gprof</td>
<td>Profiler</td>
<td>sourceware.org/binutils/docs/gprof/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addr2line</td>
<td>Convert address to file and line</td>
<td>sourceware.org/binutils/docs/addr2line.html</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ar</td>
<td>Create, modify, and extract from archives</td>
<td>sourceware.org/binutils/docs/ar.html</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c++filt</td>
<td>Demangling filter for C++ symbols</td>
<td>sourceware.org/binutils/docs/binutils/c_002b_002bfilt.html</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nm</td>
<td>List symbols in object files</td>
<td>sourceware.org/binutils/docs/binutils/nm.html</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objcopy</td>
<td>Copy object files, possibly making changes</td>
<td>sourceware.org/binutils/docs/binutils/objcopy.html</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objdump</td>
<td>Dump information about object files</td>
<td>sourceware.org/binutils/docs/binutils/objdump.html</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ranlib</td>
<td>Generate indices for archives (for compatibility, same as ar -s)</td>
<td>sourceware.org/binutils/docs/binutils/ranlib.html</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>readelf</td>
<td>Display content of ELF files</td>
<td>sourceware.org/binutils/docs/binutils/readelf.html</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 2.2 Hart Software Services (HSS)

Hart Software Services, commonly referred to as “HSS”, is a collection of services that run on the E51 monitor core. HSS is used for the following:

- Program memory using USB mass storage or YMODEM transfer.
- Copy a program (Linux or Bare Metal) from a non-volatile storage (for example, eMMC or SD card) to the LIM or DDR.
- Create a payload containing multiple applications to be booted and run.
- Pass messages between cores in the MSS.

**Operation**

The HSS uses Bare Metal drivers to initialize the system, which are found in the PolarFire SoC Bare Metal Library. It also relies on XML generated by the PolarFire SoC MSS Configurator to configure the system on boot.

The HSS comprises of the following:

- A superloop monitor running on the E51 processor, which receives requests from the individual U54 application processors to perform certain services on their behalf.
- A Machine-Mode software interrupt trap handler, which allows the E51 to send messages to the U54s, and requests them to perform certain functions for it related to rebooting the U54.

**HSS as a ZSBL**

The HSS can function as a Zero Stage Boot Loader (ZSBL) to boot Linux. In this case, the HSS loads U-Boot acting as a ZSBL with U-Boot subsequently loading an OS. U-Boot is a First Stage Boot Loader (FSBL) and a Second Stage Boot Loader (SSBL).

**HSS as a FSBL**

The HSS can be used to boot Linux directly like the Berkeley Boot Loader (BBL) acting as an FSBL and SSBL.

**Licenses**

This software is released under an MIT license. It also uses other open source tools. RISC-V OpenSBI is released under a BSD-2-Clause and FastLZ compression is released under an MIT license. More information on licensing can be found at: [github.com/polarfire-soc/hart-software-services/blob/master/LICENSE.md](https://github.com/polarfire-soc/hart-software-services/blob/master/LICENSE.md).

**Building**

The HSS can be built as a standalone image. The source is published on GitHub and build instructions for different targets can be found in its readme: [github.com/polarfire-soc/hart-software-services](https://github.com/polarfire-soc/hart-software-services).

**Releases**

The [HSS GitHub repository](https://github.com/polarfire-soc/hart-software-services) is the most up-to-date location to retrieve the source files and build instructions for the HSS.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool Name</th>
<th>What it does</th>
<th>Documentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>size</td>
<td>List total and section sizes</td>
<td><a href="https://sourceware.org/binutils/docs/binutils/size.html">sourceware.org/binutils/docs/binutils/size.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strings</td>
<td>List printable strings</td>
<td><a href="https://sourceware.org/binutils/docs/binutils/strings.html">sourceware.org/binutils/docs/binutils/strings.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strip</td>
<td>Remove symbols from an object file</td>
<td><a href="https://sourceware.org/binutils/docs/binutils/strip.html">sourceware.org/binutils/docs/binutils/strip.html</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3 Bare Metal Library

The PolarFire SoC Bare Metal Library contains the most recent version of the PolarFire SoC HAL source code with a pre-populated platform folder for a PolarFire SoC Bare Metal project with all drivers. It also contains Bare Metal examples for each driver available for PolarFire SoC. These examples show how to use different functions available in the drivers and how they are configured for PolarFire SoC.

To use the Bare Metal Library examples, follow the instructions in the polarfire-soc-bare-metal-library/examples readme.md file available at: github.com/polarfire-soc/polarfire-soc-bare-metal-library/tree/master/examples

To use the pre-populated platform folder in a Bare Metal project, follow these steps:

1. Download the Bare Metal Library repository and extract it.
2. Delete the existing platform folder in the project (back up any changes such as, Linker script updates).

Figure 2-1. Removing Platform Folder

![Figure 2-1. Removing Platform Folder](image-url)
3. Copy the platform folder extracted from the Bare Metal Library repository into the SoftConsole project and re-implement any changes that were made.

Figure 2-2. Adding Updated Platform Folder

The only folder that might be modified by the user is the `platform/config` folder. The drivers, `hal`, and `mpfs_hal` do not need user modification.

`mpfs_hal` contains the part of the HAL specific to PolarFire SoC. It contains startup code, MSS register descriptions, and performs DDR training. The content of this folder is not intended to be modified. It also contains the code for interrupt and exception handling, and hardware access methods.

### 2.4 Linker Scripts

The main purpose of the Linker script is to describe how the sections in the input files must be mapped into the output file, and to control the memory layout of the output file.

Each SoftConsole project comes with at least one Linker script. Specify the memory location where the application will be deployed. The sample Linker scripts provided include:

- `mpfs-ddr-e51`
- `mpfs-dtim`
- `mpfs-envm`
- `mpfs-lim`
- `mpfs-lim-lma-scratchpad-vma`

To switch between them, open `Settings` and navigate to the `Script files`:

`Project's Properties > C/C++ Build > Settings > Tool Settings > GNU RISC-V Cross C Linker > General > Script files`
Microchip recommends users to use the supplied Linker scripts (located in the src/platform/config/linker folder) and use these as a base script for their custom Linker scripts (when the supplied Linker scripts are not sufficient).

For the Linker script manual, see: sourceware.org/binutils/docs/ld/Scripts.html

Related Links
https://www.sifive.com/blog/all-aboard-part-2-relocations
https://www.sifive.com/blog/all-aboard-part-3-linker-relaxation-in-riscv-toolchain

2.5 Linux Images
The current Linux kernel version (at the time of publishing this document) is 5.6.16. The next update is for moving to Linux kernel version 5.8. Beyond version 5.8, it is planned to use the latest long-term support kernel in all builds. Information on long-term support for kernels is available on: www.kernel.org/.
In Yocto, the kernel version used in the build is specified in the `recipes-kernel/linux/*.bb` file as shown in the following figure.

**Figure 2-4. Example of Yocto Linux Kernel Version**

For Buildroot, the specific commit of the kernel used can be seen in the top-level folder specified as `linux @ [commit number]` as shown in the following figure.

**Figure 2-5. Example of Buildroot Linux Kernel Version**

### 2.6 FreeRTOS™

FreeRTOS is a real-time operating system kernel for embedded devices that has been ported to many microcontroller platforms. It is distributed under the MIT license.

SoftConsole is shipped with a bundled FreeRTOS example, see the `mpfs-freertos-lwip` example. The example can target the bundled Renode emulation and users can access the webserver running on it (See the `mpfs-freertos-lwip`'s readme).

The following figure shows a webserver running on top of FreeRTOS and lwip.
The latest version of FreeRTOS targeting PolarFire SoC hardware is available from the Bare Metal Library at this location: github.com/polarfire-soc/polarfire-soc-bare-metal-library/tree/master/examples/mss-ethernet-mac

More information is available on the FreeRTOS website.

Related Links
https://www.freertos.org/a00104.html#getting-started

2.7 Third Party Tools
The following third party tool is used for emulating RISC-V subsystem:

- Renode
3. Application Development

PolarFire SoC supports Bare Metal, Linux, and RTOS. This section describes the device boot process, boot modes, and development flow to build user applications for these types of embedded systems. For example, the following can be executed on the application cores.

- Bare Metal applications
- Linux user applications
- RTOS
- Combination of the above (AMP)

Bare Metal applications for PolarFire SoC devices can be developed using SoftConsole. The PolarFire SoC Bare Metal firmware drivers and source files for Linux user application development are available on the PolarFire SoC GitHub.

PolarFire SoC MSS comprises of one E51 monitor core and four U54 application cores. The E51 core executes the Hart System Services (HSS), which configures the MSS and responds to runtime events. The U54 cores execute any of the following:

- Bare Metal user applications
- Operating Systems

3.1 Device Boot and Configuration Process

The boot-up sequence starts when the PolarFire SoC FPGA is powered-up or the device is reset. It ends when the processor is ready to execute user applications. The booting sequence runs through several stages before it begins execution of user application code. A set of operations are performed during the boot-up process that includes Power-on Reset of the hardware, peripheral initialization, memory initialization, and loading a user-defined application from non-volatile memory to volatile memory for execution.
The following figure shows the different phases of the boot-up sequence.

**Figure 3-1. Boot-Up Sequence**

For more information about the booting process, see UG0890: PolarFire SoC FPGA Power-Up and Resets User Guide.

PolarFire SoC MSS supports the following boot modes:

- Boot Mode 0—Wait for Interrupt Mode/Idle Boot Mode (Used for debugging)
- Boot Mode 1—Non-Secure User Boot Mode (Direct boot from eNVM)
- Boot Mode 2—Secure User Boot Mode
- Boot Mode 3—Factory-Secure Boot: MSS boots using this protocol
Important: Boot Mode 2 and Boot Mode 3 are currently not supported.

These boot modes are performed by the E51 core and are configured using SoftConsole.

3.2 Boot Mode 0-Idle Boot
Boot Mode 0 is set by default. If the MSS is not configured (for example, blank device), it executes a fixed, pre-configured boot ROM program, which holds all the processors in an infinite loop until a debugger connects to the target. The boot vector registers maintain their value until a new Boot mode configuration is programmed. This mode is typically used for initial software development and debug phase where the application code is loaded using the debugging through SoftConsole.

3.3 Boot Mode 1-Direct Boot from eNVM
In this mode, the MSS executes from a specified eNVM address without authentication. It is the fastest boot option, but there is no authentication of the code image. Boot Mode 1 includes the following steps:

1. The user application image needs to be programmed into eNVM using SoftConsole and the Boot mode is set.
2. If the eNVM content is a boot loader, it fetches the final user application from non-volatile storage and loads it to the desired memory location specific by the application, the harts then execute the application.

Boot vector addresses for all five processors are absolute addresses in eNVM.

3.3.1 Programming the eNVM
Launch SoftConsole and create an application project. Ensure that the SoftConsole application project contains latest mpfs_hal and firmware drivers from GitHub. For illustration purposes, mpfs_blinky is used as an example application project. To configure the project’s build tool settings, follow these steps:

1. Right click mpfs_blinky and select Properties as shown in the following figure.
The Properties window appears.

2. Expand C/C++ Build, and select Settings.

3. Set the Configuration to Release.

4. Expand GNU RISC-V Cross C Linker, select General and perform the following actions to select the appropriate Linker script:
   4.1. Click Add….
   4.2. Select Workspace on the Add File path window.

5. In the File Selection tab, expand the mpfs-blinky and browse to: mpfs-blinky > src > platform >Config > linker > examples > mpfs-envm.ld file. Then, click OK.

The Linker is a script file which provides the information about the memory from where the code must be executed and how that memory must be used for heap and stack.

For Release mode, the Linker script mpfs-envm.ld is selected to build the application that executes the code from eNVM with the stack and heap in LIM. Other Linker script files are also available to execute the code out of LIM (mpfs-lim.ld), DDR memory (mpfs-ddr-e51.ld), and Data Tightly Integrated Memory (mpfs-dtim.ld).
6. Click Apply and Close.
7. Select Project > Clean to clean the project.

Now, the project build settings are completed and ready for building.

8. Select Project > Build All.

The project is built successfully as shown in the following figure.

Figure 3-4. Project Successful Message

9. The mpfs-blinky.elf file is generated in the Release folder. This ELF file is programmed to the eNVM storage using SoftConsole so that at device power-up the MSS executes the application from eNVM.

To program the Boot mode settings and eNVM using SoftConsole, select the desired project and click Run > External Tools > PolarFire SoC program non-secure boot mode 1 as shown in the following figure.

Note: This step requires Libero SoC or the Program/Debug tool to be installed on the host PC. It also requires pre-configuration in SoftConsole. For information on pre-configuration and installation, see the readme.txt file in (SoftConsole install)/extras/mpfs.
This sets the Boot mode to 1 and programs the application to eNVM as shown in the following figure. After power-cycling the board, the application gets executed from eNVM.

Figure 3-6. Programming the Application
3.4 Clock Management

The clock configuration made in the Clocks tab of the PolarFire SoC MSS Configurator is stored in the XML file. The SoftConsole build process converts the XML file into hardware configuration files that include the clock configuration as shown in the following figure. If any changes to the clock configuration are required, these changes need to be made in the PolarFire SoC MSS Configurator and the updated XML file needs to be imported into the SoftConsole project. The system start-up code uses these configuration files to configure the PLLs and clocking related system registers.

![Figure 3-7. Clocks Folder](image)

3.5 Physical Memory Protection (PMP)

3.5.1 Using the PMPs in Bare Metal

To support secure execution of application code, it is required to limit the physical addresses accessible by the software running on a Hardware Thread (Hart). The access to physical addresses can be restricted using the PMP unit in each hart. The PMP defines a finite number of regions that can be individually configured by setting the PMP registers using the user application code. It is applied on harts to allow physical memory access privileges (read, write, and execute). A PMP is configured to achieve the following:

- Security of the system is improved as there is no possibility of code injection attacks. The memory of one hart is not accessible to other harts.
- If there is any overflow in the stack usage, PMP detects it.
- It is less expensive to get safety certification for the product.

3.5.2 Using the PMPs in Linux

When booting Linux using HSS, the PMPs are automatically configured by the HSS for the system configuration based on the payload created.

**Important:** Configuring the PMPs using Libero is currently not supported and will be available in the next release.
3.6 Generating Boot Images

This section outlines the software configuration for Bare Metal project(s) that targets different harts for user applications. The steps to configure a Bare Metal application as the sole application to run on the system are provided along with how to configure multiple independent Bare Metal applications. This section also outlines the steps required to configure an application to be executed directly from eNVM and how to configure an application to be stored in the external memory and load it using the HSS. The process of programming the eNVM is also introduced.

3.6.1 Targeting Harts

The MPFS HAL (PolarFire SoC HAL) can be used to target multiple or single cores in a Bare Metal application. In the Bare Metal application in src > platform > config > software > mpfs_hal the mss_sw_config.h file can be used to target harts.

**Figure 3-8. Targeting Harts**

The `MPFS_HAL_FIRST_HART` define selects the hart that will boot up and configure the system. The `MPFS_HAL_LAST_HART` define selects the hart that will be the last to start up. In the preceding image, the e51 is the hart selected to start up first and will be used to wake all of the U54 harts from WFI (Wait For Interrupt) mode.
If the system was configured as shown in the following figure, the e51 is still the main hart but only the U54_1 and U54_2 are taken out of the WFI mode (the e51 is hart 0).

Figure 3-9. MPFS_HAL_LAST_HART Configuration

If the system is configured as shown in the following figure, the e51 is held in WFI mode and the U54_1 becomes the main hart to wake the other U54 harts from WFI mode, in this case only the U54_2 is taken out of the WFI mode.

Figure 3-10. MPFS_HAL_FIRST_HART and MPFS_HAL_LAST_HART Configuration

The projects must be built targeting the memory they will be executed from (for example, DDR) and not in the location they will be stored in (for example, eMMC). When built in SoftConsole, the resulting files created using the HSS tools are called a payload. The HSS readme contains information on the steps for creating a payload, and the tools required are stored in tools folder of the repository. This payload can then be programmed to the intended memory (for example, SD card or eMMC) using the HSS. The HSS then boots on the e51 and unpacks the payload into the relevant memory locations they are targeted for and wakes the harts they will run on.

3.6.2 Storing a Single Bare Metal Application in an eNVM

If a single Bare Metal application targeting one or more harts is to be used and no other application is running on the system, the application can be stored directly in the eNVM, provided it is less than 128 kB, and executed from memory. The e51 can be used as the main hart of the system (MPFS_HAL_FIRST_HART 0) and wakes any of the required U54 harts from WFI.

3.6.3 Storing Bare Metal Application(s) to an External Memory

If a single Bare Metal application or multiple independent applications are being used in the system and cannot be stored in the eNVM (for example, they are greater than 128 kB), then the HSS must be used to program the external non-volatile storage with the applications and copy their code to the relevant memory location on boot.

The HSS must be programmed into the eNVM to be executed on boot, it uses a small portion of the LIM for stack and heap when running on the E51. The Bare Metal application(s) can then be developed—they must not target the e51 as this will be running the HSS and must not overlap with the LIM memory locations used by the HSS. The area of LIM used by the HSS can be identified using the .map file generated when the HSS is built.
3.6.3.1 Single Bare Metal Application
If a single Bare Metal application is created, the first hart must target one of the U54s (for example, MPFS_HAL_FIRST_HART 1) that wakes the other U54 harts in the system. The project must be built in the memory it will be executed from (for example, DDR) and not in the location it will be stored in (for example, eMMC). When built in SoftConsole, the resulting files created using the HSS tools are called payload. The HSS readme contains information on steps for creating a payload, and the tools required are stored in tools folder of the repository. This payload can then be programmed to the memory intended to be used for storing the payload (for example, SD card or eMMC) using the HSS. The HSS then boots on the e51 and unpacks the payload into the relevant memory location it is targeted for and wakes the harts it will run on.

3.6.3.2 Multiple Bare Metal Applications
If multiple Bare Metal applications are created, the first hart for each project must target separate U54s and the last hart in the project (that is, the final U54 this project will run on) must not overlap with the first hart of a subsequent project.

See the following example:

Project 1:
MPFS_HAL_FIRST_HART 1
MPFS_HAL_LAST_HART 2
This project runs on U54_1 and U54_2.

Project 2:
MPFS_HAL_FIRST_HART 3
MPFS_HAL_LAST_HART 4
This project runs on U54_3 and U54_4.

For more information, see the 3.6.1 Targeting Harts section.
3.6.4 Programming the eNVM

SoftConsole is capable of programming the eNVM and setting the boot modes for the harts used in the system. If a single Bare Metal project is used, it can be programmed directly into the eNVM. If multiple projects are used (that is, as a payload), the HSS must be programmed into the eNVM. This programming is achieved using an external tool configuration provided with SoftConsole.

Figure 3-11. External Tools Setting Boot Modes

To use this tool, you must have the project to be programmed selected in the project explorer and the build configuration is used to locate programming files. This implies, if a project is built in a Debug configuration, SoftConsole programs it using the files from the Debug folder in the project, whereas if the project is built in a Release configuration, SoftConsole uses the files from the Release folder.

The external tool generates a bitstream containing only the eNVM programming files (that is, it does not overwrite FPGA programming) and sets the Boot mode accordingly.
### 3.6.5 Unused Harts

If harts are not going to be used (for example, only U54_1 and U54_2 are used), no main function(s) (for example, u54_3.c) need to be provided for unused harts.

**Figure 3-12. Unused Harts**

The mpfs_hal contains weakly linked functions that are used in place of strongly linked functions if no main function is found, which implies, if no u54_3() function is found in the project, the function shown in the following figure "system_startup.c" file is used.

A function is defined as weakly linked by adding the following attribute to its definition: `__attribute__((weak))`. Consider the following examples for U54_1:

- Weakly linked function: `__attribute__((weak)) void u54_1(void)`
- Strongly linked function: `void u54_1(void)`

**Attention:** If a strongly linked function and a weakly linked function are defined, only the strongly linked function will be included in the build. If two strongly linked functions are defined with the same name a symbol link error occurs at build time.
This function is entered if the hart is taken out of WFI (if the MPFS_HAL_LAST_HART value still includes this hart, it is included in the system) and simply puts the hart back into WFI as no code is found for it to run.

3.7 Bare Metal Development

The firmware drivers and associated platform specific files are available on GitHub Bare Metal Library. The Bare Metal application(s) can be executed from one of the memories—LIM, eNVM, DDR memory and so on. Linker script files to execute applications from corresponding memories are also available on GitHub Bare Metal Library. If the application size is more than eNVM size (128 kB), it is recommended to store the application in an external flash memory. The HSS that runs on E51 fetches the application from the external memory and buffers it in DDR, it then copies to the address in LIM or DDR that the application runs from and executes the application. The E51 core releases the U54 cores from WFI depending upon the application requirements. The SoftConsole tool provides an environment to develop Bare Metal applications.

3.7.1 Single U54

The Bare Metal start-up code (mpfs_hal) initializes the system clocks and external memory. For single U54 Bare Metal development, the E51 wakes the U54 hart from WFI mode by raising the software interrupt. The U54 executes the application tasks. The remaining harts are kept in WFI mode by the default weakly linked functions defined in the start-up code.
3.7.2 Multiple U54s

For multiple U54 Bare Metal development, the E51 wakes any combination of U54 harts from WFI mode by raising the software interrupt on each hart. The unused harts are held in the WFI mode. All of the harts run the same start-up code, read their hart ID, and enter WFI. When the U54s receive a software interrupt from E51, they exit the WFI mode and execute their application(s). The U54 harts can execute the same application or different individual applications depending upon application requirements. The HSS provides the necessary functions for the E51 hart to communicate with individual U54 harts to perform certain services on their behalf.

3.7.3 Initializing the Application Execution Space (LIM or DDR)

The E51 core runs the HSS to fetch a payload containing an application or applications from an external memory. It buffers the application to DDR and then copies the application to the destination memory and releases the U54(s) from WFI. The U54 cores run the application from the destination memory. Linker script files to execute applications from different memory locations are available from the PolarFire SoC Bare Metal Library.

The HSS uses a portion of the LIM while running. The Bare Metal application start addresses must be greater than the end address of memory used by HSS. When built a .map file is produced for the HSS outlining memory locations used for functions, variables, and so on. The following image shows a output.map file.

Figure 3-14. HSS output.map File
This file can be opened in the SoftConsole text editor or an external editor. The last region of memory used by HSS is the stack, searching the map file for \_stack\_top\_h4\$ shows the last address used for data in the stack, as shown in the following figure.

**Figure 3-15. Stack Location HSS output.map File**

In the preceding example, the last address used in the HSS is 0x8025900 and the target Bare Metal application must use an address greater than this as its start address.

The standard Bare Metal Library applications use E51 as the main hart of the system. When the E51 hart runs the HSS, a different hart, one of the U54s, must be used to wake harts in use from the WFI mode. The main hart defined in the mss\_sw\_config.h file in platform/mpfs\_hal\_config must be changed to reflect that the U54 core is the main hart.
The following figure shows a standard \texttt{mss\_sw\_config.h} configuration.

\textbf{Figure 3-16. Standard mss\_sw\_config.h File}

```c
# ifndef USER_CONFIG_MSS USER_CONFIG_H_
# define USER_CONFIG_MSS USER_CONFIG_H_

/* MPFS_HAL_FIRST_HART and MPFS_HAL_LAST_HART defines used to specify which
 * harts to actually start.
 * Set MPFS_HAL_FIRST_HART to a value other than 0 if you do not want your code
 * to start and execute code on the E51 hart.
 * Set MPFS_HAL_LAST_HART to a value smaller than 4 if you do not wish to use
 * all U54 harts.
 * Harts that are not started will remain in an infinite WFI loop unless used
 * through some other method
 */

# ifndef MPFS_HAL_FIRST_HART
# define MPFS_HAL_FIRST_HART 0
# endif

# ifndef MPFS_HAL_LAST_HART
# define MPFS_HAL_LAST_HART 4
# endif
```

The \texttt{MPFS\_HAL\_FIRST\_HART} is set to 0 and the \texttt{MPFS\_HAL\_LAST\_HART} is set to 4. The hart values are as follows:

- E51: Hart 0
- U54\_1: Hart 1
- U54\_2: Hart 2
- U54\_3: Hart 3
- U54\_4: Hart 4

Changing the \texttt{MPFS\_HAL\_FIRST\_HART} value to 1 sets U54\_1 as the main hart of the system.
This implies that on system start up U54_1 wakes the other three U54 harts from WFI. If less harts are used by this application (for example, U54_1 and U54_2 only), then the last hart value can be changed.
3.7.4 Merging Multiple Bare Metal Applications
To merge Bare Metal applications, see the HSS readme in its GitHub repository.

3.8 Linux Application Development
A typical boot process consists of multiple stages.

1. The HSS is executed from the eNVM. The HSS acts as a ZSBL that includes the Open Source Supervisor Binary Interface (OpenSBI). OpenSBI is a platform-specific firmware running in M-mode. It acts as an interface between the HSS and U-boot. The HSS loads the first stage boot loader (U-Boot) from a boot device to an external RAM. The HSS uses the OpenSBI functions to switch the execution mode from M-mode to S-mode when transferring execution control to U-Boot.

2. U-Boot initializes the peripherals and loads the kernel. The boot device can either be an embedded memory microcontroller (eMMC) or an SD card. U-Boot loads the Linux kernel from the boot device to DDR.

3. In the next stage, Linux is executed (from DDR).

4. init is the first process executed by the Linux kernel and it is the parent of all processes.

5. In the final stage, user applications are executed in Linux.

The following figure shows the boot process flow.

```c
#include USER_CONFIG_MSS_USER_CONFIG_H_

#define USER_CONFIG_MSS_USER_CONFIG_H_

/*
 * MPFS_HAL_FIRST_HART and MPFS_HAL_LAST_HART defines used to specify which
 * harts to actually start.
 * Set MPFS_HAL_FIRST_HART to a value other than 0 if you do not want your code
 * to start and execute code on the E51 hart.
 * Set MPFS_HAL_LAST_HART to a value smaller than 4 if you do not wish to use
 * all U54 harts.
 * Harts that are not started will remain in an infinite WFI loop unless used
 * through some other method
 */

 ifndef MPFS_HAL_FIRST_HART
 #define MPFS_HAL_FIRST_HART 1
 endif

 ifndef MPFS_HAL_LAST_HART
 #define MPFS_HAL_LAST_HART 2
 endif

/*
 This uses U54_1 to wake U54_2 and then both harts continue on to the application.
*/
```
3.8.1 Building Linux Images

Linux images can be built using the Yocto or Buildroot build systems. Both of these systems come with a readme that lists the required packages and build steps. The Microchip Yocto BSP can be found at: github.com/polarfire-soc/meta-polarfire-soc-yocto-bsp

It supports several board targets and build configurations for different images (for example, minimal/development tools).

The Microchip Buildroot SDK can be found at: github.com/polarfire-soc/polarfire-soc-buildroot-sdk

It supports several board targets and is pre-configured to generate a minimal image.

3.8.2 Integrating Linux Applications in Yocto

3.8.2.1 Existing Linux Applications

To integrate an existing Linux application (package) into Yocto, ensure that the package is a part of the Yocto source and add the package to the final image. An example on integrating Linux package using apache2 is shown in the following steps.

1. Find the package .bb file in the Yocto repository apache2 (web server), which is shown as an example in the following code snippet.

   ```
microchip@microchip-OptiPlex-9010:~/riscv/icicle/yocto-dev$
microchip@microchip-OptiPlex-9010:~/riscv/icicle/yocto-dev$ find ./meta-* -name apache2
   ./meta-openembedded/meta-webserver/recipes-httpd/apache2
   ./meta-openembedded/meta-webserver/recipes-httpd/apache2
   ./meta-openembedded/meta-webserver/recipes-httpd/apache2
   ./meta-openembedded/meta-webserver/recipes-httpd/apache2
   ```

2. Ensure that the package meta layer directory is present in the bblayers.conf file.

   ```
microchip@microchip-OptiPlex-9010:~/riscv/icicle/yocto-dev$
microchip@microchip-OptiPlex-9010:~/riscv/icicle/yocto-dev$ ls build/conf/bblayers.conf
   build/conf/bblayers.conf
   ```
3. If the package meta layer directory is not part of `bblayers.conf` file, add the directory path as highlighted in the following code snippet.

```bash
# LAYER_CONF_VERSION is increased each time build/conf/bblayers.conf
# changes incompatibly
LCONF_VERSION = "7"
BBPATH = "${TOPDIR}" BBFILES ?= ""
BBLAYERS ?= " \\
/home/microchip/riscv/icicle/yocto-dev/openembedded-core/meta \ 
/home/microchip/riscv/icicle/yocto-dev/meta-openembedded/meta-oe \ 
/home/microchip/riscv/icicle/yocto-dev/meta-openembedded/meta-python \ 
/home/microchip/riscv/icicle/yocto-dev/meta-openembedded/meta-multimedia \ 
/home/microchip/riscv/icicle/yocto-dev/meta-openembedded/meta-networking \ 
/home/microchip/riscv/icicle/yocto-dev/meta-openembedded/meta-webserver \ 
/home/microchip/riscv/icicle/yocto-dev/meta-riscv \ 
/home/microchip/riscv/icicle/yocto-dev/meta-polarfire-soc-yocto-bsp \ ""
```

4. The following code snippet shows the `mpfs-dev-cli.bb` files folder in Yocto source for PolarFire SoC, open the `mpfs-dev-cli.bb` file.

```bash
microchip@microchip-OptiPlex-9010:~/riscv/icicle/yocto-dev$ microchip@microchip-OptiPlex-9010:~/riscv/icicle/yocto-dev$ ls meta-polarfire-soc-yocto-bsp/recipes-core/images/mpfs-dev-cli.bb riscv-initramfs-image.bb
```
5. The mpfs-dev-cli.bb files show a list of packages added in the PolarFire SoC device. Add apache2 package in the existing list as shown in the following code snippet.

```
DESCRIPTION = "Microchip MPFS Development CLI Linux image"
inherit image-buildinfo core-image extrausers
EXTRA_USERS_PARAMS = "usermod -P microchip root;"
IMAGE_FEATURES += " ssh-server-openssh tools-debug tools-sdk debug-tweaks 
                dev-pkgs dbg-pkgs 
                apache2 "
IMAGE_INSTALL = "
                packagegroup-core-boot 
                packagegroup-core-full-cmdline 
                perl-modules 
                alsa-utils 
                i2c-tools 
                apache2 
                screen 
                apps 
                vim vim-vimrc 
                dhcp-client 
                nbd-client 
                mpfr-dev 
                gmp-dev 
                libmpc-dev 
                zlib-dev 
                flex 
                bison 
                dejagnu 
                gettext 
                texinfo 
                procps 
                glibc-dev 
                elfutils 
                elfutils-dev 
                pcutils 
                usbutils 
                mtd-utils 
                sysfsutils 
                htop 
                iw 
                python3 
                git 
                swig 
                boost 
                orc 
                libudev 
                glib-2.0 
                etvtst devmem2 iperf3 memtester lmbench 
                tcpdump 
                iw 
                libudev 
                nano 
                nfs-utils-client 
                cifs-utils 
                openssh-sftp 
                openssh-sftp-server 
                procps 
                protobuf 
                ntp ntpdate ntp-utils 
                linux-firmware 
                libsodium 
                sqlite3 
                tar 
                wget 
                zip 
                unzip 
                rsync 
                kernel-modules kernel-devel kernel-dev 
                $(CORE_IMAGE_EXTRA_INSTALL) 
```

Upon successful addition of the apache2 package as shown in the preceding steps, Yocto source can be built.
3.8.2.2 Custom Linux Applications

To integrate an existing Linux application into Yocto, ensure that the particular package is part of the Yocto source and add the package to the final image. An example of integrating Linux application using apache2 is shown in the following steps.

**Note:** The user package recipe must be placed under the `apps` folder to be part of the Yocto build process.

The following code snippet shows a sample application `.bb` file.

```bash
#
# This file was derived from the 'Hello World!' example recipe in the
# Yocto Project Development Manual.
#
DESCRIPTION = "Simple application to blink LEDs"
SECTION = "examples"
LICENSE = "MIT"
LIC_FILES_CHKSUM = "file://${COMMON_LICENSE_DIR}/MIT;md5=0835ade698e0bcf8506ecda2f7b4f302"
PR = "r0"
SRC_URI = "file://led_blinky.c"
S = "${WORKDIR}/"

do_compile() {
    $(CC) led_blinky.c $(LDFLAGS) -o led_blinky
}
FILES_${PN} += "/microchip-apps"
do_instAll() {
    install -d ${D}/microchip-apps
    install -m 0755 led_blinky.c ${D}/microchip-apps
    install -m 0755 led_blinky ${D}/microchip-apps
}
```
The `mpfs-dev-cli.bb` file shows the list of packages added in the PolarFire SoC device. Add `apps` package in the existing list as shown in the following code snippet.

```plaintext
DESCRIPTION = "Microchip MPFS Development CLI Linux image"

inherit image-buildinfo core-image extrausers
EXTRA_USERS_PARAMS = "usermod -P microchip root;"

IMAGE_FEATURES += " ssh-server-openssh \ 
    tools-debug tools-sdk debug-tweaks \ 
    dev-pkgs dbg-pkgs \ "

IMAGE_INSTALL = "\ 
    packagegroup-core-boot \ 
    packagegroup-core-full-cmdline \ 
    perl-modules \ 
    alsa-utils \ 
    i2c-tools \ 
    screen \ 
    apps \ 
    vim vim-vimrc \ 
    dhcp-client \ 
    nbd-client \ 
    mpfr-dev \ 
    gmp-dev \ 
    libmpc-dev \ 
    zlib-dev \ 
    flex \ 
    bison \ 
    dejagnu \ 
    gettext \ 
    texinfo \ 
    procps \ 
    glibc-dev \ 
    elfutils \ 
    elfutils-dev \ 
    pciutils \ 
    usbutils \ 
    mtd-utils \ 
    sysfsutils \ 
    htop \ 
    iw \ 
    python3 \ 
    git \ 
    swig \ 
    boost \ 
    orc \ 
    libudev \ 
    glibc-2.0 \ 
    evtest devmem2 iperf3 memtester lmbench \ 
    tcpdump \ 
    iw \ 
    libudev \ 
    nano \ 
    nfs-utils-client \ 
    cifs-utils \ 
    openssh-sftp \ 
    openssh-sftp-server \ 
    procps \ 
    protobuf \ 
    ntp ntpdate ntp-utils \ 
    linux-firmware \ 
    libsodium \ 
    sqlite3 \ 
    tar \ 
    wget \ 
    zip \ 
    unzip \ 
    rsync \ 
    kernel-modules kernel-devsrc kernel-dev \ 
    ${CORE_IMAGE_EXTRA_INSTALL} \ "
```

Upon successful addition of the `apps` package as shown in the preceding code snippet, Yocto source can be built.
For more information about Yocto, see Yocto Reference Manual.

Microchip offers a complete Yocto source image for PolarFire SoC Icicle Kit that can be used for customized Linux images including application development. See GitHub page for more information about the directory structure, source files, and documentation.

3.8.3 Integrating Linux Application in Buildroot

3.8.3.1 Existing Linux Applications

To integrate existing Linux application (package) into Buildroot, go to the PolarFire SoC Buildroot SDK path and execute the following commands:

- To configure an eMMC target, execute the command:

  ```
  microchip@microchip-OptiPlex-9010:~/riscv/icicle/polarfire-soc-buildroot-sdk$ make DEVKIT=icicle-kit-es buildroot_initramfs-menuconfig
  ```

- To configure an SD card target, execute the command:

  ```
  microchip@microchip-OptiPlex-9010:~/riscv/icicle/polarfire-soc-buildroot-sdk$ make DEVKIT=icicle-kit-es-sd buildroot_rootfs-menuconfig
  ```

When the make command is successfully executed, the Config menu appears as shown in the following figure. Search for the package that needs to be added. Select the package and Save. Apache is used as an example package in the following figure.

**Figure 3-20. Apache Buildroot**

Upon successful addition of the apache package as shown in the preceding image, the Buildroot source can be built.

3.8.3.2 Custom Linux Applications

To integrate a custom Linux application (package) into Buildroot, follow these steps:

1. Create a new directory in the package folder of Buildroot source. For example, microchip-apps package folder is used as an example, which consists of two files—Config.in and microchip-apps.mk. If you have any C source files, create a directory files to store the source files.

   The following code snippet shows the microchip-apps folder.

   ```
   microchip@microchip-OptiPlex-9020:~/work/icicle/polarfire-soc-buildroot-sdk/buildroot/package/microchip-apps$  ls
   Config.in  files  microchip-apps.mk
   ```
2. Create a `Config.in` file with the following code snippet.

```bash
# buildroot/package/microchip-apps/Config.in
#
config BR2_PACKAGE_MICROCHIP_APPS
  bool "microchip-apps"
  help Microchip applications for blinking LEDs
```

3. Create a `microchip-apps.mk` file with the following code snippet.

```bash
# buildroot/package/microchip-apps/microchip-apps.mk
# MICROCHIP_APPS_VERSION = 1.0
# MICROCHIP_APPS_SITE = $(TOPDIR)/package/microchip-apps/files
# MICROCHIP_APPS_SITE_METHOD = local

define MICROCHIP_APPS_BUILD_CMDS
  $(MAKE) CC="$(TARGET_CC)" LD="$(TARGET_LD)" -C $(@D) all
endef

define MICROCHIP_APPS_INSTALL_TARGET_CMDS
  $(INSTALL) -D -m 0755 $(@D)/led_blinky $(TARGET_DIR)/microchip-apps/led_blinky
endef

$(eval $(generic-package))
```

4. Edit the parent package config file (`package/Config.in`) to include the `microchip-apps` package.

```bash
source "package/microchip-apps/Config.in"
```

5. Add the `microchip-apps` package to the `buildroot_initramfs_config` file to build the `microchip-apps` package as part of the eMMC Linux image.

```bash
# BR2_PACKAGE_MICROCHIP_APPS=y
# BR2_PACKAGE_MTD_NANDDUMP is not set
# BR2_PACKAGE_MTD_NANDTEST is not set
# BR2_PACKAGE_MTD_NANDWRITE is not set
# BR2_PACKAGE_MTD_UBIATTACH is not set

Upon successful addition of the apps package as shown in the preceding steps, Buildroot source can be built.

### 3.8.4 Different Sources of Booting

The PolarFire SoC target hardware runs the HSS from eNVM to load the Linux image either from eMMC or SD card depending on its configuration when built as shown in the following figure.
When the customized Linux images are available, USB, UART or Ethernet can be used to transfer the image to eMMC or SD card.

To boot Linux on Icicle kit using eMMC, see GitHub.

3.8.5 Device Tree Source (DTS)
A Device Tree is a data structure for describing the hierarchy of hardware subsystems within a hardware platform, or an add-on peripheral to that platform. It is used to select and configure the device drivers for Embedded Linux platform during the boot process. It can be represented in different formats, such as

- Device Tree Source format (.dts)
- Compiled binary Device Tree binary format (.dtb)
- For example, icicle-kit-es-a000-microchip.dts and icicle-kit-es-a000-microchip.dtb

Additional peripherals like GPIO, LSRAM, and so on, can be added to a kernel by including them in the DTS.

3.8.5.1 Adding a Sample Device Node for GPIO
The following example device node can be added to a Device Tree.

```c
gpio@20122000 {
  compatible = "microsemi,ms-pf-mss-gpio";
  interrupt-parent = <&L1>;
  interrupts = <53 53 53 53 53 53 53>;
  gpio-controller;
  reg = <0x0 0x20122000 0x0 0x1000>;
  reg-names = "control";
  status = "okay";
};
```

3.8.5.2 Adding a Sample Device node for LSRAM (UIO Framework)
The following example device node can be added to device tree (icicle-kit-es-a000-microchip.dts).

```c
uio_lsram@0x60000000 {
  compatible = "generic-uio";
  reg = < 0x0 0x60000000 0x0 0x00010000 >; // LSRAM0 Memory
  0x0 0x60010000 0x0 0x00010000 >; // LSRAM1 Memory
  status = "okay";
};
```

Hardware that is ideally suited for an UIO driver fulfills all the following.

- The device has memory that can be mapped. The device can be controlled completely by writing to this memory.
- The device usually generates interrupts.
- The device does not fit into one of the standard kernel subsystems.
4. Appendix

**HSS**

The HSS is a ZSBL that is stored in the eNVM of PolarFire SoC. It can be used to program memories and boot applications running on different harts in the system. It runs in a super loop executing on the E51 core and provides a machine mode trap handler to pass messages between the U54 harts.

The HSS can be found on GitHub here: [github.com/polarfire-soc/hart-software-services](https://github.com/polarfire-soc/hart-software-services)

**HAL**

The MPFS HAL provides the initial boot code, interrupt handling, hardware access methods for the PolarFire SoC MSS and DDR training code. The terms PolarFire-SoC HAL and MPFS HAL are used interchangeably but the term MPFS HAL is preferred. The MPFS HAL is a combination of C and assembly source code.

Location of the repository: [github.com/polarfire-soc/polarfire-soc-bare-metal-library/tree/master/src/platform/mpfs_hal](https://github.com/polarfire-soc/polarfire-soc-bare-metal-library/tree/master/src/platform/mpfs_hal)

**Peripheral Driver Library**

The PolarFire SoC Bare Metal Library includes:

- Source code for start-up code and HAL the PolarFire SoC MSS.
- Source code for the PolarFire SoC MSS peripheral drivers.
- Documentation for the HAL and peripheral drivers.
- SoftConsole example projects demonstrating the use of the various PolarFire SoC peripherals.

Location of the repository: [github.com/polarfire-soc/polarfire-soc-bare-metal-library](https://github.com/polarfire-soc/polarfire-soc-bare-metal-library)
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